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When Woodrow Wilson mounted the podium on April 2, 1917, to ask 
Congress for a declaration of war, his plan faced opposition from peace advo-
cates, socialists, and some immigrant groups. By defining American participation 
in the war as a crusade to preserve an endangered liberal democratic tradition, 
Wilson sought to pre-empt this opposition. As the caretakers of this tradition, 
Wilson argued, Americans had a responsibility, a mission if you will, to venture 
into the battlefields of Europe. 
Historians argue that Wilson's success in defining the war as a democratic 
crusade quelled much of the potential opposition to his plans, especially among 
liberals and progressives.1 For those unpersuaded by the merits of his mission, 
Wilson promised "a firm hand of stern repression." Without absolute loyalty and 
unity of opinion, Wilson believed that his mission, if not the war itself, would be 
lost.2 
How the Wilson administration contained domestic dissent through propa-
ganda and repression is one of the most important legacies of World War I. While 
originally understood as a hysterical response to the conditions of war, historians 
now contextualize wartime repression within longstanding American political 
traditions such as nativism and anti-radicalism.3 Such traditions emerged from a 
political culture that in the words of one historian, "had from the first been . . . 
extraordinarily preoccupied with the problem of like-mindedness."4 
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The federal wartime emergency laws—a series of wartime laws passed to 
control domestic dissent—gave statutory power to this desire to create like-
mindedness. The federal wartime emergency laws were key to the formation of 
the national security state. Historians argue that fear of disorderly or criminal 
behavior by immigrants and radicals crystallized during the war as state authori-
ties and local patriotic groups blamed disloyalty on "alien" influences.5 Respond-
ing in part to these fears, state authorities developed internal agencies and a legal 
structure that criminalized particular political ideas. The war permanently changed 
the tempo and character of the anti-radical crusade. Unlike the pre-war years, 
wartime repression used federal troops and judicial trials, committing the state to 
a permanent program of destroying domestic subversion. By the end of the war, 
both federal and state governments had in place an apparatus designed solely to 
control domestic dissent.6 
This study examines the case of Kate Richards O'Hare, who the Justice 
Department indicted under the Espionage Act after she gave an anti-war speech 
in Bowman, North Dakota. A popular leader in the American socialist movement, 
O'Hare was the first major socialist leader charged under the Espionage Act. For 
this reason historians have argued that O'Hare's conviction, "helped set the tone 
of conservative expectations for espionage prosecutions."7 They define its 
importance exclusively in terms of its impact on civil liberties and anti-socialist 
discourse.8 Yet these interpretations neglect precisely the issue that makes 
O'Hare's case fascinating. While anti-socialism played a role in her conviction, 
the charges against O'Hare did not ultimately focus on her argument that the war 
served the interests of capitalism. Instead, the Justice Department indicted her for 
alleging that the war corrupted motherhood. 
The impact of wartime repression on women's political activity has been 
absent from historical accounts of wartime anti-radicalism. Nor have historians 
of women addressed the relationship between the rise of the national security state 
and women's wartime and post-war politics.9 The emergence of the national 
security state came at a critical moment in the history of women's politics—a 
moment in which women played a significant role in early twentieth-century state 
building.10 Recent studies on the formation of the welfare state have argued that 
white, middle-class women ushered in many of the political changes associated 
with Progressivism. As middle-class white women carved out their political 
dominion, they identified themselves as acting on behalf of a special interest 
group: mothers and their children. The state, these reformers argued, should 
reward mothers for their service and protect mothers and their children from the 
worst effects of industrial society. In short, they contended that the state should 
take over some of the functions of the home. Such state building, historians 
contend, both stemmed from and helped reinforce women's roles as citizens-
mothers.11 
These studies on the relationship between white, middle-class women's 
politics and maternalist state building have demonstrated unequivocally the 
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importance of gender deconstruction and reconstruction in the process of state 
formation. Yet their emphasis on social reform and the welfare state tell only part 
of the story. This essay explores another dimension of early twentieth-century 
state building: how the wartime legal system and its attendant definitions of 
loyalty, patriotism, and subversion shaped the relationship between maternalism 
and issues of national security. 
Historians have long noted that Americans discussed participation in World 
War I within a specifically gendered language that valorized traits in men 
believed lost in the process of industrial society. Yet until recently historians have 
not examined this language in relation to the changes brought about by women's 
participation in public life beyond the simple observation that feminism had 
produced in middle-class men anxiety over the status of their sons.12 
By the time the United States entered the war, Americans were engaged in 
a protracted debate over the influence of women's participation in politics and the 
consequences of that influence on national security. Members of the Woman's 
Peace Party, for example, argued that women's political influence implied a new 
form of citizenship—one that rejected military service and competition among 
nations. Before American participation in the war, the Woman's Peace Party 
parlayed this belief in women's innate pacifism into an important political 
movement that linked feminism and peace politics. Yet by the outbreak of war 
"policy makers and administration officials were particularly concerned that 
women, especially those in the women's peace movement, might constitute a 
subversive element in the nation."13 
Women's wartime responsibilities were understood in relation to the draft 
and the nation's need to produce soldiers. Pro-war rhetoric emphasized women's 
role in preparing men for military service; patriotic mothers used their authority 
to persuade men to go to war. But even more fundamentally, patriotic mothers 
prepared their sons to undertake their civic responsibility.14 At stake in O'Hare's 
case was how women's violation of patriotic motherhood endangered the state's 
production of loyal citizens in general and soldiers in particular. 
Kate Richards O'Hare was born in Ottawa County, Kansas, in 1876 to a 
homesteading family. After an economic bust in 1887,0' Hare's father moved his 
family to Kansas City, where he found work as a machinist and later opened a 
machine shop. Influenced by the poverty she saw in Kansas City and her family's 
religious values, O'Hare considered a career as a missionary. Like many politi-
cally active white women of the late nineteenth century, O'Hare joined the 
temperance and settlement house movements. Unlike many of the middle-class 
reformers who participated in these movements, O'Hare worked in her father's 
machine shop and participated in union politics. After meeting Mother Jones, 
O'Hare converted to socialism and joined the Socialist Party in 1901. With her 
husband, Frank O'Hare, she stumped the Midwest and Southeast. Particularly 
popular among farmers, the O'Hares helped establish the Socialist Party as a 
major political force especially in Oklahoma. Like many socialist women of her 
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generation, O'Hare adapted her socialist message to moral reform, often defining 
socialism as a moral crusade.15 
As O'Hare's biographer Sally Miller argues, O'Hare's ability to blend a 
public life dedicated to political change with a conventional private life distin-
guished her from many of the public women of her time.16 A central component 
of O'Hare's socialist crusade was her maternalism. Seldom pictured without her 
family, O'Hare consciously portrayed herself as the ideal socialist mother. Her 
book, Sorrows of Cupid, reaffirmed the glories of motherhood; she condemned 
capitalism because it destroyed the family.17 In part because of her own invest-
ment in maternalism, O'Hare's case contained the most explicit debate of those 
women charged under the federal wartime laws over the meaning of motherhood 
and its relationship to loyalty and patriotism. O'Hare's popularity in the socialist 
movement guaranteed that this debate would gain a national audience. 
In June 1917, O'Hare delivered an anti-war speech to a small audience 
consisting primarily of women and children. Afterward, she attended a reception 
hosted by the founders of the Nonpartisan League of Bowman, North Dakota.18 
A few days later, acting on a tip from opponents of the League, federal authorities 
arrested O' Hare, charging that she had made seditious remarks during her speech. 
Stunned, O'Hare noted that she had given the same speech well over one hundred 
times with Justice Department officials present. Nonetheless, relying principally 
on the testimony of a local banker, Jim Phalan, the government indicted her for 
intending to interfere with the draft, a violation of the Espionage Act.19 
Political disputes resulting from the strength of the Nonpartisan League in 
North Dakota motivated O ' Hare's arrest. Founded by former socialist organizers, 
the League demanded government ownership of commercial enterprises which 
affected farmers. The party was especially strong in North Dakota, capturing 
several local and state offices and for a time controlling state government. In 
Bowman, the local leaders of the League, Edward P. and Lillian Totten, the 
postmistress, were under attack by the party's opponents. The opposition be-
lieved, and the Tottens agreed, that if O'Hare were indicted under the Espionage 
Act, it would discredit the Nonpartisan League, which had sponsored O'Hare's 
talk.20 
Pointing to this controversy, historians argue that O'Hare's arrest did not 
result from her speech but rather from events that were beyond her control.21 Yet 
the Justice Department based its charges on remarks O'Hare allegedly made 
about the effects of the war on women, remarks that formed only a brief portion 
of a two-hour speech that primarily focused on how the war benefitted capitalism. 
What O'Hare actually said was disputed. O'Hare's indictment accused her of 
calling American mothers "brood sows" and American soldiers "fertilizer": 
any person who enlisted in the Army of the United States for 
service in France would be fertilizer, and that was all that he 
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was good for, and that the women of the United States, were 
nothing more than brood sows to raise children to get into the 
Army and made into fertilizer.22 
O'Hare denied making these remarks. She instead offered the following version 
of the disputed paragraph: 
When the governments of Europe and the clergy of Europe 
demanded of the women that they give themselves in marriage, 
or out, in order that men might 'breed before they die, ' that was 
not the crime of maddened passion, it was the cold blooded 
crime of brutal selfishness, and by that crime the women of 
Europe were reduced to the status of breeding animals on a 
stock farm.23 
The specific wording seemed important. Unlike the government's version, 
O'Hare's passage avoided the direct criticism of the American war effort 
forbidden by the Espionage Act. As the courts interpreted the Espionage Act, 
however, prosecutors did not have to prove that O'Hare actually criticized the war 
effort but rather that she intended her remarks to interfere with the draft.24 
O'Hare's guilt rested on a broad understanding of "bad tendency doctrine" 
that defined speech as seditious if it simply had a "bad tendency to cause unrest 
in an impressionable public."25 The presiding judge, Martin J. Wade, employed 
this broad understanding of the bad tendency doctrine throughout O'Hare's trial. 
He instructed the jury that if her remarks even potentially interfered with the draft, 
they violated the Espionage Act. "You have the right to take into consideration," 
he instructed the jury, 
the general purpose of and feeling of the great majority of the 
American people that this war must be won; that no other result 
would be tolerated. You have a right to take into consideration 
the general knowledge which you must have, as everyone else, 
that there is only one way to win a war, and that is to have 
soldiers.26 
O'Hare's remarks and the reaction they engendered underscore the impor-
tance of patriotic motherhood to the war effort. As Judge Wade instructed the 
jury, "the only way to win a war [is] to have soldiers." As patriotic mothers it was 
women's responsibility to produce citizens-soldiers. O'Hare's remarks explicitly 
challenged this understanding of women's wartime role. O'Hare argued that the 
experience of war alienated women from motherhood because it reduced women 
to reproducing soldiers who in turn killed and were killed for the state. O'Hare 
defined patriotic motherhood as a labor contract in which women produced 
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surplus value in return for the protection of soldiers. She rejected this contract 
because it alienated women from their labor, reducing motherhood to its basest 
reproductive capacities and denying the essential role that O'Hare believed 
mothers played in defining character and social morality. In essence, O'Hare 
contended that patriotic motherhood epitomized the corruption of motherhood 
that occurred under capitalism and militarism.27 
The prosecution focused on proving that O'Hare had called mothers "brood 
sows" and that draft-aged men had attended her talk. This strategy highlighted 
O'Hare's violation of patriotic motherhood and how that violation could disrupt 
the production of soldiers. Prosecutors argued that O'Hare intended her com-
ments to dissuade draft-aged men from complying with the Selective Service Act. 
While there was no evidence that O'Hare's remarks convinced men to resist 
conscription, the prosecution argued that they could have had that effect if draft-
aged men or their mothers heard them. The defense produced evidence that 
disputed much of the prosecution's case, yet the jury took only thirty minutes to 
convict O'Hare.28 
While she did not believe that her remarks had violated the law, O'Hare was 
not surprised by the jury's verdict. She was unprepared, however, for Judge 
Wade's sentence: five years in a federal prison. By all accounts, Wade's sentence 
was harsh; the normal sentence for violating the Espionage Act was a six-month 
jail term. O'Hare's standing in the socialist movement influenced Wade, who 
made no secret of his hatred of socialism or his opposition to women's participa-
tion in public life. In fact, Wade had been assigned to the case because of his 
superior's desire to use O' Hare as an example to weaken the Nonpartisan League 
and discourage protests against the war. Before trying her case, Wade apparently 
received a letter from the regional office of the Justice Department urging him to 
pronounce a harsh sentence.29 It is therefore important not to underestimate the 
importance of anti-socialism in O'Hare's conviction and sentence. At the same 
time, anti-socialism alone does not explain why her indictment, the press 
coverage surrounding her case, and ultimately O'Hare's defenders, focused on 
the implications her case held for the meaning of motherhood and its relationship 
to women's participation in public culture.30 
Mindful that the severity of his sentence as well as O'Hare's celebrity would 
call attention to his actions, Wade carefully detailed the meaning that he hoped 
his sentence would convey. In a twenty-six page speech, Wade clarified how he 
understood O' Hare's subversion and the role that he believed the state should play 
in controlling it. He began by identifying the criteria by which he had determined 
the seriousness of O'Hare's crime. He told the court that he had not based his 
sentence on her precise utterances, for they could be excused as an emotional 
reaction against war, but rather "what was in her heart." Wade concluded that 
O'Hare's longstanding commitment to socialism revealed a fundamental corrup-
tion of character and an uncanny ability to infect others with her ideas. These 
factors, Wade concluded, established the "bad tendency" of her utterances.31 
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O'Hare' s commitment to socialism particularly offended Wade, who under-
stood socialism as a uniquely dangerous and anti-American philosophy. "If 
[socialism's] gospel is the gospel of hate," Wade admonished O'Hare, "of 
contempt of religion and charity, it has not any place on the American soil either 
in times of war or times of peace. The worst poison you can instill in the hearts 
of men," Wade went on, "is a conscientious feeling that they are being deprived 
of their just earnings by some invisible power."32 Socialism undercut the free 
labor contract which promised that individual men could exchange their labor for 
a just wage and economic opportunity. It was this contract, the defenders of 
American industrial capitalism argued, that guaranteed to each man his freedom. 
Socialism's worst sin, Wade argued, was its challenge to this basic American 
value. Stripped of their faith in the free labor contract, Wade feared that men were 
susceptible to the moral decay that socialism brought upon its adherents. 
As Wade framed his anti-socialist statements, they were not specific to 
O'Hare. According to Wade's criteria, any effective socialist could disrupt an 
otherwise loyal citizen's faith in American democracy.33 But as Wade continued 
his evaluation of O'Hare's crime, he considered the danger posed by O'Hare's 
specific remarks. In doing so, he defined O ' Hare as part of a larger conspiracy that 
corrupted citizenship by attacking the family, a family that Wade argued was held 
together by patriotic motherhood. 
Wade carefully reminded the court that O'Hare's sedition was, in essence, 
her efforts to undermine the sacrifices made by patriotic mothers. "This is a nation 
of free speech," he admonished O'Hare, "but this is a time of sacrifice, when 
mothers are sacrificing their sons, when all men and women who are not at heart 
traitors are sacrificing their time and hard-earned money for defense of the flag."34 
Without mothers willing to sacrifice their sons for the state, the nation could not 
wage war. Wade reiterated that motherhood itself required this sacrifice. 
Wade cast himself as protecting the family bonds and gender roles of 
patriotic motherhood. "American sons are not going to allow their mothers to be 
linked unto brood sows," he promised O'Hare, "and American fathers and 
mothers are not going to submit to having their sons assigned to no more glorious 
destiny than that of fertilizer."35 Wade's words cast O'Hare's understanding of 
motherhood outside the American family, reconfirming the bonds of loyalty and 
citizenship that ultimately tied patriotic mothers to their sons. 
At the same time, Wade understood his own role as that of a citizen-soldier, 
perhaps not trusting the ability of the American family to withstand O'Hare's 
challenge to patriotic motherhood. Wade designed his sentence to reassure the 
public that the state would protect Americanism from those who wished to 
corrupt it. 
This defendant does not take pride in her country. She abhors 
it. She is the apostle of despair and carries only a message of 
hate and defiance. She is sowing the seeds of discontent. She 
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preaches defiance of authority She proclaims that if she is 
punished, her followers will assert themselves and that the 
cause she represents will gain in strength and power. Let them 
assert themselves—they will find that while this nation is kind 
and generous she is also powerful, and that when the loyal 
people of the country are fully aroused, traitors will receive the 
reward of their teaching.36 
Wade understood his role as interrupting and ultimately silencing O'Hare's 
unnatural construction of motherhood.37 He feared most, and his five-year 
sentence sought to contain, O'Hare's potential for subverting loyal sons.38 Wade 
argued that unless the state intervened and asserted its own understanding of 
motherhood, O ' Hare would literally implant within the heartland of the nation the 
seeds of its own destruction. He defined O'Hare's subversion as an unnatural 
reproduction of motherhood itself. 
At her trial, O'Hare and her supporters emphasized the partisan politics they 
believed had motivated her indictment. They argued that Bowman officials lied 
about the content of her talk in order to discredit the leaders of the Nonpartisan 
League who had sponsored her visit. Unable to persuade the jury or judge, 
O'Hare's defenders pressed this interpretation in the socialist press. They 
represented her conviction as a bench-mark in the socialist struggle, arguing that 
her trial underscored the desperation of the Wilson administration as it attempted 
to impose an unpopular war on workers. "This case," O'Hare wrote, "is but the 
first pangs of the birth of the new order. There is a story back of this that constitutes 
a large part of our American life."39 Increasingly, O'Hare used her conviction as 
a forum for telling her version of that story and for redefining her legacy within 
American politics. 
Convicted and sentenced in December of 1917, O'Hare toured the country 
rallying support for her case until her eventual imprisonment on April 15,1919, 
six weeks after the Supreme Court upheld her conviction. During this time, 
O'Hare and her supporters shifted the meaning of her case. While they continued 
to argue that partisan politics and anti-socialism motivated her conviction, 
O'Hare and her defenders reconstructed her case as a contest over the meaning 
of women's political identity in general and motherhood in particular. New 
York's leading socialist newspaper, the New York Call, attributed her conviction 
to her status as "a dangerous woman, a thinking woman... that stirrth [sic] up the 
people."40 For her part, O'Hare compared her trial to the Salem witch hunts: 
I sat there in the courtroom and watched the comedy of the 
United States federal court in 1918 go back to the days of the 
witchcraft trials in Salem. I was charged with having an 
intention—not having done so—to cast the evil eye on the 
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younger generation of North Dakota and cause the young men 
to resist the draft.41 
O'Hare's words were ironic as they emphasized both the hysteria and the logic 
of the state's prosecution of her. She placed her case within a uniquely women's 
history in which women stood accused of violating their place. Like the accused 
witches of Salem, O'Hare argued, her actions had cut at the core of an oppressive 
society. The sentence against her, O'Hare implied, only exposed the state's 
investment in controlling motherhood.42 
Similarly, O'Hare's defenders in the Socialist Party's woman's sector 
constructed her case as a moral crusade in which O'Hare reclaimed social 
motherhood and women's moral authority. The Kate Richards O'Hare defense 
committee upheld O'Hare as the ideal socialist mother in their efforts to further 
involve women in civil liberties work.43 "Mrs. O'Hare is not only an able 
propagandist; she is also a happy wife and mother," wrote Anita Block, the editor 
of the New York Call's woman's page, 
Her large family of little O' Hare's have always figured delight-
fully in her speeches. The thought that this warm mother, this 
socially useful woman, is to-pay the price of five long years of 
agony and loneliness in prison for her rare courage and vision 
seems too horrible to be true.44 
Like many of the leaders of the Socialist Party " s woman's sector, Block linked the 
character of women's politics to their roles as mothers.45 O'Hare's mothering, 
Block asserted, proved the morality and purity of her public role. 
Socialist women also stressed that O'Hare's conviction underscored a 
greater threat to motherhood by removing from women control of motherhood 
and placing it in the hands of the capitalist state. Theresa Malkiel, a leader in New 
York's socialist movement, argued that O'Hare had "claimed for [mothers] the 
right to protect the life of their sons." O'Hare's crime, Malkiel asserted, was that 
she had "urged the women to use their economic power, their moral influence, 
their political weapon, in order to restore once more 'Peace on earth, good will 
among men'." Malkiel depicted O'Hare as representing and acting on behalf of 
those mothers who might reject patriotic motherhood.46 As Malkiel and O'Hare 
wrote and spoke for a working-class audience, they claimed for working-class 
women a space within maternal politics. 
O'Hare further developed this argument in the letters that she wrote during 
her imprisonment which lasted from April, 1919, until President Wilson com-
muted her sentence in May, 1920. While addressed to her children, O'Hare's 
"Dear Sweetheart" letters were widely distributed and reprinted in the socialist 
press. Because these letters were propaganda and subject to prison censorship, 
they cannot be read as literal descriptions of her prison experiences. Instead, they 
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reveal O'Hare's attempts to define the meaning and a purpose for her imprison-
ment. 
O'Hare's letters constructed her conviction as an integral part of the fight 
against capitalism and as a direct assault on the family. She described prison as 
a microcosm of capitalist society, and her own role as regenerating the prison 
community by leading a spiritual and political revival. 
As "the only mother" imprisoned under the wartime laws, O'Hare con-
structed her own case as the most extreme outrage committed under the wartime 
laws, but one that mirrored and revealed a larger concern: the state's failure to 
protect and value motherhood.47 "It would be far better," she wrote in one of her 
most cutting passages, "for one to be an enemy spy at the mercy of German Army 
officers than to be an American mother at the tender mercy of the Wilson 
administration."48 O'Hare used powerful pro-war symbols—the German execu-
tion of Edith Carvell and alleged German atrocities towards mothers and their 
children—to underscore the hypocrisy of the Wilson administration's wartime 
conduct. In the process, O'Hare defined her imprisonment as a violation of the 
very definitions of womanhood that the Wilson administration's wartime propa-
ganda claimed to protect.49 
In her letters to her children, O'Hare provided her readership with concrete 
examples of how the Wilson administration's policies destroyed families. Her 
children were motherless, she continuously reminded her readers, because 
Wilson had chosen that fate for them. At the same time, O'Hare argued that her 
imprisonment was made necessary by the exploitation of capitalist society. "You 
should only feel that you have loaned me for a time," she wrote her children, "to 
those who need me far more bitterly than you do."50 
O'Hare described her stay in prison as a mission consistent with her duty as 
a Christian and as a mother. "I can feed her and encourage her and pet her," 
O'Hare wrote of her relationship with an imprisoned drug addict, "and I think if 
Jesus were consulted on the matter, he would prefer that I should be here this 
Easter day rather than in some magnificent church."51 It was by the sacrifices of 
women and their children that society would purify itself, a theme O'Hare would 
later revive in the centerpiece of her amnesty campaign, the Children's Crusade. 
It would be unfair to simply attribute O'Hare's words to mere propaganda. 
By all accounts, O'Hare found her imprisonment difficult, and her letters 
reflected her need to find meaning in what she understood as a personal 
catastrophe. She discovered that meaning in prison reform, which combined her 
commitment to maternalism with her growing interest in the social sciences. "I 
hope that you are not worried about me, for I am having a most interesting time," 
O'Hare reassured herself as much as her family. 
In Emma Goldman, and the dear little Italian girl, I have 
intellectual comradeship, and in my little 'dope fiend' some-
one to mother; in the management of the institution very 
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interesting study, and in the inmates, a wonderful array of 
interesting fellow-beings.52 
In spite of her dedication to and success in improving prison conditions, 
O'Hare bemoaned the distance she often felt between herself and those she 
wanted to serve. "I want to come close to these women," she lamented, "I want 
to serve them but I am conscious of the fact that they feel that I am apart from 
them."53 O'Hare created this distance. Her language was often condescending as 
she defined the other inmates as subjects for her study or as victims of a capitalist 
society rather than potential colleagues. 
Yet, O'Hare retained a strong faith that maternalism could breach the social 
and political gaps that threatened the socialist movement. As evidence, O'Hare 
pointed to her growing friendship with Emma Goldman, who was convicted of 
violating the Selective Service Act in July, 1917. Goldman served with O'Hare 
until her release in September, 1919, twenty months after her original imprison-
ment. Recognizing that their relationship could raise eyebrows among her 
socialist colleagues, O'Hare reassured them that their differences were rather 
small. Discounting and even occasionally ridiculing Goldman's anarchism, 
O'Hare attributed Goldman's influence to her "passionate maternal spirit" and 
"not her anarchist principals."54 It was on this common base established by each's 
commitment to maternalism, that she and Goldman had formed a political 
alliance that brought concrete change to the prison. Mindful of the divisions 
within the Socialist Party, O'Hare used her friendship with Goldman to scold 
socialists and remind them of their common enemy. 
For her part, Goldman respected and liked O ' Hare but found her naive. While 
using maternalism to frame some of her anti-war work, Goldman argued that her 
commitment to anarchism and previous record of arrest had better prepared her 
for the penalties the state imposed during the war. "Kate Richards O ' Hare still had 
the childlike faith of most Americans that certain things cannot happen," 
Goldman recalled, 
and that certain things our government will not do so. She said 
to me "I don't believe for a minute that the Supreme Court, the 
highest court, will sustain the sentence, and I don't believe for 
a minute that I will have to go to prison." It was really pathetic 
to me, in a way, because you see I am a hardened criminal.55 
Goldman was less willing than O'Hare to understate their differences. Unlike 
O'Hare, Goldman relished her marginalized status. She saw herself as a realist, 
who scorned middle-class morality. Goldman's own political identity required 
that she ultimately distinguish herself from O'Hare's brand of politics even as she 
counted her as a political and personal ally.56 
O'Hare's construction of her arrest as an attack on motherhood particularly 
annoyed her detractors. They battled O'Hare over the meaning of motherhood 
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and her claim to maternal politics and the relationship of both to the war effort. 
After the war ended in 1918, the Wilson administration began commuting the 
sentences of wartime prisoners. O'Hare's supporters hoped that Wilson would 
commute her sentence even before she went to prison. Their activity as well as the 
length of O'Hare's appeal led Judge Martin Wade and other North Dakota 
officials to pressure Wilson to keep O'Hare in prison. Patriotic groups such as the 
American Legion supported their efforts. Legionnaires argued that any reduction 
in O'Hare's sentence was a "direct insult to the mothers of all boys and girls who 
so gladly offered to sacrifice their lives that the world would be made safe for 
democracy" and a "vile slander upon American womanhood."57 Commuting 
O'Hare's sentence, petitioners contended, would not restore the integrity of 
motherhood as argued by O'Hare's supporters; it would instead degrade those 
mothers who had acted patriotically. 
O'Hare's opponents argued that her continued criticism of the government 
belied her moral claims. O'Hare "seems to have glorified in her conviction," 
wrote the Attorney General of North Dakota, Melvin Hildreth, "and to have used 
it as an asset to further her financial interests and spread propaganda dangerous 
to the institutions of our common country, and all created discord amongst the 
laboring classes."58 This characterization of O'Hare as a bitter yet opportunistic 
revolutionist resonated throughout appeals to keep her in prison. 
The prosecution convicted O'Hare by preventing the defense from focusing 
on the political motivations that might have influenced the charges against her. 
Instead, the prosecution and ultimately the presiding judge focused on O'Hare's 
character to determine her intentions.59 The following memo, recommending 
against commuting O'Hare's sentence, suggests that their efforts had some 
success: 
Mrs. O'Hare's inconsistency is, of course, manifest from this 
review of the record. She stated at the time of her sentence in 
a very resigned Christian-like spirit that she would accept the 
sentence without bitterness or prejudice. Immediately thereaf-
ter, however, in a campaign of public speaking she directly, 
and indirectly through friends, began to go to the edge of her 
legal rights in criticizing the courts, denouncing the sentence, 
and her latest from prison shows that she still entertains the 
same biased opinion of her convictions expressing the view in 
the solemnly written article (apparently authentic) that she was 
imprisoned because she differed from the political party in 
power.60 
This argument rendered politics itself illegitimate for women. By acting as citizen 
and asserting her political and legal rights, O'Hare proved her own guilt. While 
the author of this memo found offense in the particulars of O'Hare's views, his 
criticism focused on her continued participation in public life. As a good 
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Christian, O'Hare should have accepted her sentence and skewed her political 
rights and obligations. Such arguments placed O'Hare in an inescapable bind, 
effectively negating her rights as a citizen. By treating O'Hare's political 
disagreements as a moral conflict, the prosecutor and judge had effectively 
criminalized O'Hare's citizenship.61 She could not participate in public life 
without corrupting it. 
These comments were ironic. The moral standard they accused O'Hare of 
violating was her own. But even more fundamentally, O'Hare, like her critics, 
turned politics into a moral crusade. O'Hare sought to preserve women's moral 
authority in both the home and in public life. She criticized militarism for 
stripping motherhood of its moral function, of reducing it to the mere production 
of expendable goods. O'Hare oscillated between claiming a public identity as a 
citizen and as a mother. She saw little contradiction between these roles. Yet, as 
historian Michael Rogin has argued, this construction of politics was not wholly 
incompatible with the treatment of conflicts over policy as issues of personal 
moral failure.62 O'Hare's own politics linked participation in public life with 
personal morality. O'Hare sought to both protect this link between morality and 
politics and preempt the state from defining its terms. 
While O'Hare penned her "Dear Sweetheart" letters, she was also embroiled 
in a bitter debate with Socialist Party leaders over the status of her case. Even 
before she entered prison, the O'Hares attacked party leaders for neglecting her 
case. Soon after her conviction, her husband, Frank O'Hare, wrote an angry letter 
to Eugene Debs accusing party leaders of ignoring O'Hare because she was a 
woman. "I almost believe that Kate is right," he wrote, "for years she has told me 
of the snubs and scorn and jealousy of the kumrid [comrade] leaders toward her 
as a WOMAN. I have laughed it away—but why laugh facts away."63 O ' Hare later 
reiterated these charges in her "Dear Sweetheart" letters.64 
Debs responded angrily to O'Hare's letter. He reprimanded O'Hare for his 
charges against the Party and summarily dismissed his accusations of sexism as 
"bosh."65 Although Frank O'Hare apologized to Debs for the spirit of his 
correspondence, their exchange revealed fundamental differences between the 
O'Hares's perception of their case and that of prominent socialist men.66 The 
O'Hares grew increasingly dissatisfied with the party leadership, while party 
leaders resented the tactics they used to publicize O'Hare's case and later amnesty 
activities. This dissatisfaction continued after she entered prison in April, 1919. 
From prison O'Hare exchanged a series of bitter letters with her old friend, Otto 
Branstetter, the executive secretary of the Socialist Party, that criticized his 
neglect of her case. 
O'Hare wanted the national office to send a lawyer to Bowman to gather 
evidence that witnesses perjured themselves during her trial. O'Hare argued that 
since her case rested on such faulty evidence, a good lawyer could easily gather 
the evidence necessary to overturn her conviction. By showing how her convie-
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tion rested on perjured testimony obtained to discredit the Nonpartisan League, 
O'Hare believed that the party could prove that espionage convictions were an 
attack on progressive political movements, not a necessary response to the 
wartime emergency. As "one of the most flagrant" and "dramatic" examples of 
the Wilson Administration's misuse of power, O'Hare argued that her case 
provided concrete evidence that wartime prisoners were "political prisoners."67 
Branstetter did not want to reopen her case. There were several reasons for 
his decision, sexism perhaps being one of them. In fairness to Branstetter, he was 
in an unwinnable position. While party membership increased during the war, the 
wartime laws hurt the Socialist Party and its ability to forge an effective amnesty 
campaign. In addition, the party itself was split. A left wing revitalized by the 
Bolshevik revolution challenged the leadership of party moderates such as Otto 
Branstetter. The party hoped that a vigorous amnesty campaign could reunite and 
strengthen the party. But the Socialist Party could not establish an effective 
amnesty strategy until 1921 when Harriot Stanton Blatch took over the party's 
amnesty campaign.68 Short on money and facing increasing public censor, the 
national office could not devote the resources O'Hare felt necessary to her case. 
O'Hare's wartime struggles with Branstetter were influenced by the ideo-
logical divisions within the party. Party moderates associated O'Hare with its left 
wing. When party members chose O'Hare as a representative to the international 
bureau in 1912, Victor Berger complained that O' Hare would make the American 
party look "ridiculous" because of her extreme views.69 Angered when St. Louis 
convention delegates elected her to head the committee that wrote the Party's 
anti-war declaration, Hillquit accused O'Hare's followers of stacking the elec-
tion.70 In 1919, O'Hare further alienated party leaders when she challenged 
Morris Hillquit for party office.71 When she won that election, the national office 
voided the results fearing a left wing take-over of the party.72 Throughout her 
career, O'Hare had a rocky relationship with the national office. She rarely 
participated in party affairs, and party officials viewed her as a potentially 
annoying outsider capable of both recruiting a large membership and undercut-
ting the national office's pragmatic agenda. 
It is not clear why party leaders associated O'Hare with socialism's left wing. 
She did not support revolutionary tactics, instead preferring evolutionary social-
ism. And while she occasionally chastised the party's male leadership for its 
sexism, she only marginally participated in the socialist women's movement and 
was skeptical of its socialist-feminist analysis.73 Why did party moderates fear 
O'Hare and her influence? 
Historian David Shannon offers a plausible answer. He argues that the 
"dignified" Berger and the "debonair" Hillquit were "embarrassed by the pres-
ence in the American party of such wild-eyed socialist evangelists as Kate 
Richards O'Hare."74 Both her constituency and her political training in the 
temperance and social purity movements influenced O'Hare's politics. O'Hare 
was basically a stump speaker. She built her reputation as a charismatic speaker 
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rather than as a party functionary. O'Hare's humor, irony, charisma, and style, 
which blended nicely with the rural socialism of the Southeast and Midwest, 
disconcerted and perhaps intimidated the more "respectable" socialist leaders 
such as Hillquit and Berger.75 Throughout her career O' Hare remained outside the 
control of the Socialist Party's national office. 
Tensions between O'Hare and the national office only increased when 
O'Hare organized the Children's Crusade in 1922. O'Hare organized the crusade 
to highlight the poverty inflicted on mid-western families by wartime arrests.76 
O'Hare originally planned the crusade after meeting Dorothy Clark, whose 
husband was in prison for collecting money for Industrial Workers of the World 
(I.W.W.) prisoners. The unwillingness of Washington officials to meet with 
Clark convinced O'Hare that only a dramatic gesture could call attention to the 
social costs of wartime imprisonments.77 
O'Hare recruited thirty-three families to visit various midwestern and 
eastern cities. Hosted by a woman's committee formed by Elizabeth Gurley 
Flynn and Mary Heaton Vorse, among others, the children paraded in New York 
and Washington. Their placards emphasized the hardships placed on their 
families by their father's imprisonment.78 While the President refused to meet the 
children, their supporters argued that the crusade's publicity increased pressure 
for a general amnesty.79 
It is difficult to determine what effect, if any, the crusade had on the amnesty 
campaign. For our purposes the crusade was important for what it revealed about 
O'Hare's political style and her post-war relationship with the Socialist Party. In 
both cases, the crusade underscored the differences in style, goals, and ideology 
between O'Hare and Party officials. 
The Children's Crusade reflected the "wild-eyed evangelism" that Shannon 
believes characterized perceptions of O'Hare's socialism.80 But Shannon does 
not address the intricate relationship between O' Hare's evangelical socialism and 
gender. Like many socialist women of her generation, O'Hare's socialism 
embraced moral reform.81 She viewed socialism as a moral crusade that protected 
the embattled family from capitalism's intrusion.82 
O'Hare's crusade combined evangelicalism with moral reform to shame the 
public. Its name derived from the twelfth-century crusades in which European 
children joined the Christian armies sent by the Pope to fight the Muslims in 
Eastern Byzantium. Like the Europeans, O'Hare suggested that American 
society condemned its children because of a marked failure of adult responsibil-
ity.83 As a spectacle rather than a political program, the crusade's symbolism 
suggested a moral regeneration.84 
The crusade's symbolism was consistent with the age and gender expecta-
tions of the middle-class family. Its portrayal of women and children as the 
"innocent" victims of public sector corruption revived the separate spheres 
ideology of the nineteenth-century's middle class to underscore the social 
consequences of the state's usurpation of women's role as moral arbitrators. The 
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crusade emphasized that the purification of society was still contingent upon a 
moral code protected by women. O'Hare designed the crusade to highlight the 
blatant disregard of the effects of the wartime laws on the families of workers, 
simultaneously appealing to and underscoring the hypocrisy of middle-class 
gender conventions. The Children's Crusade was consistent with socialist women's 
amnesty work in general, which emphasized the concrete ramifications of the 
wartime emergency laws on working-class families. 
O'Hare originally proposed the Children's Crusade as part of a united 
amnesty campaign between the Socialist Party, the I.W.W., and the American 
Civil Liberties Union. None of those organizations officially lent their support, 
but individual members participated. When approached by the O'Hares, the 
Socialist Party rejected the plan as too costly. Branstetter noted that the party had 
sent Bertha Hale White to investigate the cases of Oklahoma families, and that she 
had instructions to lobby President Harding on their behalf.85 
When questioned about his refusal to endorse the crusade, Branstetter argued 
that Kate and Frank O'Hare used the crusade solely to benefit their newspaper, 
the National Rip-Saw. He charged Frank O'Hare with misusing funds previously 
donated for Oklahoma families, calling O' Hare's plan "ill-timed" and "launched 
without proper preparation."86 In spite of these reservations, Branstetter furnished 
the O'Hares with the names of the prisoners' families and offered them advice on 
Washington contacts.87 
Besides Branstetter's accusations that the O' Hares were using the Children's 
Crusade to bolster their newspaper, Branstetter opposed their plan because it 
interfered with the Socialist Party's revamped amnesty strategy. By 1921, the 
Socialist Party had focused its amnesty campaign on two strategies: freeing 
Eugene Debs and lobbying President Harding. Branstetter did not want the 
party's amnesty campaign connected to the I.W.W. or more controversial 
methods of other civil liberties groups.88 Branstetter considered the Clarks of 
questionable reputation, noting their affiliation with the I.W.W., and previous 
accusations that Stanley Clark, a long-time opponent of Branstetter, had mis-
handled funds.89 
Because of O'Hare's reputation and concerns for the families of wartime 
prisoners, a coalition of left-liberal women helped her. They welcomed the 
crusade into their cities and wrote about how the spectacle of impoverished 
children marching for their father's release underscored the cruelty of wartime 
arrests. It is possible that the children jarred Washington's conscience and made 
it more difficult for amnesty opponents to stereotype wartime prisoners as 
dangerous subversives. 
As O'Hare considered the cases of other women charged under the wartime 
laws, she continued to evoke maternalism to frame their defenses. In doing so, her 
politics clashed with those of the "revolutionary new women," who historian 
Mari Jo Buhle argues began to dominate socialist women's politics after 1912.90 
O'Hare constructed defenses of women convicted under the wartime emer-
gency laws in much the same manner as she did with the Children's Crusade— 
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as a moral crusade that protected true womanhood from the state. She took a 
particular interest in Mollie Steimer, whom O'Hare had met in prison. To 
illustrate the absurdity of Steimer's conviction, O'Hare compared Steimer to 
Clara Smith, an adulteress accused of murdering her lover: 
Was Mollie Steimer a harlot who had wrecked a home, ruined 
a woman's life, brought disgrace to innocent children, lived in 
open adultery and murdered her partner in crime? O'h not at 
all: Mollie was prudish a little Puritan that even lived, whose 
ideals of love and marriage was as pure and sweet as apple 
blossom. Mollie had never sold her sex for a libertine's luxury; 
she had never wronged a wife or blackened innocent childrens' 
lives with vulgar scandal. Mollie even refused to eat meat 
because she thought the slaughter of animals for food brutal.... 
Clara Smith the concubine, who killed her partner, is free 
to spread her vileness over the movie screens of the nation. 
Mollie Steimer, the idealist, who sought to protect the integrity 
of the constitution of the United States is in prison. IS THIS 
THE STATUS OF WOMANHOOD IN THE UNITED 
STATES?91 
O'Hare applied a standard of moral purity to determine the social value and 
danger posed by Smith's and Steimer's crimes. Steimer, O'Hare suggested, could 
not spread social pollution because of her own purity: her adherence to gender 
appropriate behavior and idealism. To O'Hare, the legal system's hypocrisy—its 
unwillingness to stop Smith and its conviction of Steimer—underscored the 
chaos that accompanied the usurpation of social purity from women by state 
authorities. 
Given the legal interpretation of the Sedition Act, O'Hare's construction of 
Steimer's defense made sense. Congress had passed the Sedition Act to criminalize 
political utterances which potentially undercut the authority of the government 
and hence compromised its ability to wage war. The Sedition Act could make 
criminal any criticism of the Wilson administration. Supporters of the Sedition 
Act assumed that disparaging remarks about the American government polluted 
the minds of the population, thus weakening the public's resolve in the war.92 
Steimer and three of her colleagues were convicted under the Sedition Act 
for distributing leaflets that criticized the Wilson administration's intervention in 
the Russian Civil War. Steimer's attorney, Harry Weinberger, argued that 
because these activities were not directed against the war, they did not violate the 
law. The courts disagreed; they ruled that if the leaflets only potentially under-
mined the authority of the American government, they violated the Sedition Act. 
Steimer's conviction was based on her potential to cause social pollution.93 
As with other women charged under the wartime laws, prosecutors defined 
Steimer's potential to spread social pollution as a sexual and gender transgres-
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sion. Court officials questioned her relationship with her male colleagues and 
required her to defend her views on marriage, free love, and sex.94 They portrayed 
Steimer as an alarming anarchist whose sexual license endangered political and 
social morality. O'Hare reversed the terms of this argument. 
To prove Steimer's innocence her defenders did not stress her political ideas 
but instead emphasized her "immaturity." Her attorney consistently called her 
"this little girl" in reference to both her age and physical appearance. Even less 
sympathetic amnesty workers constructed Steimer as a mischievous child in 
order to dismiss arguments that she posed a social danger. For example, when 
asked during a Congressional hearing whether a general amnesty could free "such 
dangerous criminals" as Steimer, Lucy Robins, the coordinator of the American 
Federation of Labor's amnesty campaign, replied: 
I do not know details of the trial but this will show how 
extensive a propaganda movement she carried on or could 
carry on, or how dangerous an 'animal' she was. She tried to 
distribute circulares on the streets in protest of intervention 
upon Russia, and found that people would not take them or read 
them; she then got up to the roof and threw them down. The 
janitor drove her away several times. He told her that if she did 
not stop that, he would have her arrested. That shows how 
much influence she had. These were mere children.95 
An irrational fear of anarchism encouraged prosecutions of ideological anar-
chists. Within this context efforts to distinguish between the danger of ideas and 
the danger individuals posed made sense. As constructed, however, all of these 
strategies were limited. No one understood these limitations better than Steimer. 
Steimer resisted any efforts that diminished her seriousness as a revolution-
ist. By refusing to rise in the courtroom or to answer questions that implicated 
anyone other than herself, she distinguished herself as the most defiant of the 
Abrams defendants. But even more revealing was the stance she took toward her 
defenders. When Weinberger addressed her in court by her first name, she 
steadfastly refused to answer his questions until he extended her the courtesy of 
addressing her formally.96 Steimer insisted that her defenders treat her as they 
would any wartime prisoner, she explained in the following letter to Agnes 
Smedley:97 
To my amazement, I got some information that there are people 
working for my release alone, disregarding, not only all class 
war prisoners, but even those who have been convicted under 
the same charge. 
This sounds inconceivable. For if the existing powers 
consider it a crime to protest against the Russian intervention, 
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I am just as guilty of that crime as are my comrades who are 
now in Atlanta. 
On what grounds, then, are those people working? Are 
they trying to appeal to the emotions of the government 
officials, or ask for pity? That I resent from the depth of my 
heart. I want justice, but not pity, and if it is unjust to have 
imposed such a penalty on me it is equally so with Lipman, 
Lachowsky, and Abrams. 
People mention my youth. What about Lipman who is 
only 22 and who is almost getting blind there? What about 
Lachowsky who is sick and consequently subjected to more 
severe suffering than I am? 
That woman spoke of importance. I believe that outside of 
the exploiting class, each individual is of importance in one 
way or another. Especially among political prisoners. There 
should be no distinction whatever.... 
Whoever those people who work for my release are I 
appeal to them in the name of real justice to: either work for the 
release of all or non. (sic)98 
When defense workers emphasized the qualities of individuals, Steimer argued, 
they lost sight of the politics of amnesty. At issue was not her individual guilt or 
personal morality but how the "exploiting classes" used the legal system to deny 
citizenship to particular groups. For Steimer justice did not mean her own release 
but the dismantling of the emerging surveillance state." 
Steimer believed that she was just as "guilty" (and dangerous) as her male 
counterparts. Rejecting the potential "pity" that might lead to her pardon, Steimer 
noted that her male colleagues were younger and more fragile than herself. Her 
refusal to allow defense workers either to single her out or to diminish her guilt 
with appeals to "emotion" stemmed from her commitment both to the class 
struggle and self-definition as a revolutionist. The latter concern, in particular, 
required constant vigilance against efforts to construct her as an idealistic child 
rather than as a serious political actor. 
Unlike Robins, O'Hare did take Steimer seriously and it was not O'Hare's 
intent to suggest that Steimer assimilate into middle-class ideals of womanhood. 
Instead, O'Hare claimed for Steimer, and by extension for other immigrant, 
working-class women, the same right to moral authority that middle-class women 
gained through their class position. Like the Children's Crusade, O'Hare's 
description of Steimer used the language of moral authority to underscore the 
hypocrisy of middle-class constructions and applications of true womanhood. 
O'Hare defined Steimer as an effective political actor whose integrity served as 
an alternative model for "American womanhood." 
At the same time, the differences between Steimer and O ' Hare reflected their 
backgrounds. Steimer was the "revolutionary new woman"; the immigrant 
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subcultures in New York City shaped her experiences.100 As historians have 
shown, this culture emerged from the structure of working-class neighborhoods 
and the factory experience. It constructed very different relationships between 
men and women than those learned by native-born white women in the late 
nineteenth century.101 The combination of anarchist belief s of women's freedom 
and the heterosocial nexus of East Harlem's working-class neighborhoods 
produced a different idea of womanhood and its relationship to politics than that 
imagined by O'Hare.102 
Of all the federal wartime cases, O'Hare's trial most explicitly raised 
questions about the meaning of motherhood and its role in constructing women's 
political identities. Her case focused on her explicit challenge to patriotic 
motherhood and the resultant social impact. Through their prosecution of 
O'Hare, federal authorities defined this challenge as seditious, thus protecting 
and giving statutory power to the state's right to require of women the production 
of loyal citizens. 
O'Hare agreed with federal officials that her case raised questions about the 
role of motherhood in politics. Yet, O'Hare argued that patriotic motherhood 
threatened the social and moral fabric of the nation. Patriotic motherhood, O ' Hare 
and her supporters feared, placed motherhood in the service of a militarist state, 
denying to women their traditional roles as moral educators. That usurpation, they 
believed, degraded women, jeapordized working-class families, and ultimately 
corrupted the nation. In both her construction of her own defense and in later 
amnesty movements, O'Hare reasserted women's, and in particular working-
class women's, authority over motherhood and its relationship to politics. 
Historians have linked anti-radicalism to anxieties about motherhood in their 
studies of 1950s anti-communism.103 Yet, these findings suggest that the interre-
lationships drawn between gender transgression/appropriation and subversion in 
1950s anti-communism took shape during World War I. The wartime battles over 
loyalty that historians agree were instrumental in the formation of the "surveil-
lance state" also took shape in a political culture that was negotiating women's 
responsibility within this emerging state. While historians have mapped the 
importance of gender construction and reconstruction in the process of early 
twentieth-century state building, their exclusive focus on social welfare tells only 
part of the story.104 O'Hare's case suggests another avenue by which gender 
entered into early twentieth-century state building: how the wartime legal system 
and its attendant definitions of loyalty, patriotism, and subversion, gendered 
citizenship and further clarified women's responsibilities in producing patriotic 
American citizens. 
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